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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we report our semantic tagging tool

for spoken dialogue corpus. This tagging tool can ac-

quire analysis rules using Transformation-based Learn-

ing (TBL) from small scale training corpus. It can

learn dialogue act tagging rules and semantic frame

tagging rules. The precisions are 72% in dialogue act

tagging and 58% of semantic frame tagging in open

test.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dialogue corpora are now indispensable of speech and

language research communities. They can be used as

they are, however, they are usually annotated with in-

formation such as part of speech and syntactic struc-

tures. While there are some corpora annotated with

discourse information like speech act types and seman-

tic information, they are much smaller than that of the

corpora with morphological and syntactic information.

It was due to lack of automatic semantic tagging tools.

One reason of this is the di�culty of constructing a

set of semantic analysis rules. One possible implemen-

tation of a semantic tagging tool is to make a rule ed-

itor combining with several components. Because se-

mantic analysis theory has not yet been sophisticated,

we do not know which components are indispensable

for constructing general semantic tagging tool. Also,

it is di�cult for non-expert to write down rules and

maintaining them.

The other reason is the lack of the dialogue corpus

annotated with semantic tag. Another possible imple-

mentation of a semantic tagging tool is to make a rule

generator using a machine learning method. However,

ordinary corpus-based learning algorithm needs large

scale annotated training data. At the present time,

semantic tagging was usually done by a human anno-

tator. For this reason, we cannot expect to get a large

scale semantic tagged corpus. Therefore, we need a

machine learning algorithm suited for small scale train-

ing data.

Considering above points, we have decided to de-

velop semantic tagging tool working under smart ma-

chine learning method. Our tagging tool can acquire

analysis rules using Transformation-based Learning

(TBL) from small scale tagged training corpus.

We will explain the principle of TBL in section 2.

Then we will describe our semantic tagging tool in

section 3, and an experiment which was carried out to

test the performance of this tool in section 4. Section

5 concludes the paper and describe our future works.

2. TRANSFORMATION-BASED

LEARNING

Transformation-based learning is a simple rule-based

learning algorithm. Figure 1 illustrates the learning

process.
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Figure 1: Learning of Semantic Tagging Rule by TBL

First, initial tagged data was made from unanno-

tated corpus by using bootstrapping method. In our

implementation, we use default rule which assigns the

most frequent tag to all the utterance as a bootstrap-

ping method. All the possible rules are constructed

from annotated corpus by combining conditional parts
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and their consequence. All the possible rule are ap-

plied to the data and the rule whose transformation

results in the greatest improvement is selected. This

rule is added to the current rule set and this iteration

is continued until no improvement is observed.

In the previous research, TBL showed successful

performance in part of speech tagging [3], parsing [1],

prepositional phrase attachment [2], word sense dis-

ambiguation [4] and dialogue act tagging [6].

3. SEMANTIC TAGGING TOOL

Our semantic tagging algorithm consists of three

stages: dialogue act tagging, semantic frame tagging

and instantiation of frame slots. The overall structure

of our tool is shown in Figure 2
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Figure 2: An outline of semantic tagging tool

The input of this semantic tagging tool is a result of

morpheme analysis of Japanese sentence. The output

is a semantic representation suitable for the input of

dialogue manager of task-oriented dialogue.

3.1 Dialogue Act Tagging

In the dialogue act tagging stage, this tool identi�es

dialogue act category, which is proposed by Japanese

Discourse Tagging Group [5] listed in Figure 3.

The input of this stage is a result of morphological

analysis of an utterance. The output is a dialogue act

tag. For example, in case of the utterance is \Ku ji

kara kaigi ga ari masu (The meeting is scheduled from

nine.)", the input and output of this module are as

shown in Figure 4.

The selected features in the conditional part of the

rule are words (the notation in the rule is include),

sentence length (length) and previous dialogue act

tag(prev). Although each feature is not enough to use

as a clue in determining dialogue act, the combina-

tion of these features works well. We used four types

� Dialogue management

Open, Close

� Initiate

Request, Suggest, Persuade, Propose,

Con�rm, Yes-no question, Wh-question, Promise,

Demand, Inform,

Other assert, Other initiate.

� Response

Positive, Negative, Answer, Other response.

� Follow up

Understand

� Response with Initiate

The element of this category is represented as Re-

sponse Type / Initiate Type.

Figure 3: Tag set of dialogue act

input: [[ku, noun-number],

[ji, noun-suffix],

[kara, pp-case],

[kaigi, noun],

[ga, pp-case],

[ari, verb],

[masu, ppv]].

output: inform

Figure 4: Input and Output of dialogue act tagging



of combinations, that is, include + include, include +

length, include + prev and length + prev.

The result of the learning process is a sequence of

rules. For example, in dialogue act tagging, acquired

rules in scheduling domain are shown in Figure 5.

#1 condition: default,

new_tag: wh-question

#2 condition: include="yoroshii(good)"

& include="ka(*1)",

new_tag: yes-no-question

#3 condition: include="hai(yes)"

& prev=yes-no-question,

new_tag: affirmative

#4 condition: include="understand"

& length < 4,

new_tag: follow-up

...

(*1 "ka" is a functional word for

interrogative sentence)

Figure 5: Acquired dialogue act tagging rules

The �rst rule is a default rule which is applied all

the unannotated sentences. Therefore, at �rst, all

sentences are tagged "wh-question" in this domain.

The second rule is applied to the sentence which in-

cludes the words "yoroshii" (good in English) and "ka"

(functional word for interrogative sentence). This rule

rewrites the tag of the sentence from default (wh-

question) to yes-no-question. This procedure proceeds

at the last rule. These rules can be acquired in itera-

tion process. This process picks up highly contribut-

ing rule set from all the combination of conditional

features and new tags.

This dialogue act information is used in the next

step.

3.2 Semantic Frame Tagging

In semantic frame tagging stage, this tool determines

the frame of the semantic representation. In schedul-

ing domain, we have prepared 16 frames, e.g. inform-

schedule, register-schedule, con�rmation, etc.

In determining such semantic frame, we have se-

lected dialogue act (da), previous dialogue act, word

and sentence length as features. We used four types of

combinations, that is, dat + include, include + prev,

dat + prev and dat + length.

The example output of this semantic frame tagging

is shown in Figure 6.

The empty slots of the frame are �lled in the next

stage.

input:

result of morphological analysis

dialogue act: inform

output:

[schedule,[

[person,-],

[time,[[day_of_week,-],[start,-],[end,-]]],

[place,-],

[object,-]]].

Figure 6: Input and Output of semantic frame tagging

3.3 Slot Filling

In the last step, we had developed frame slot �ller,

such as time, place, person, fare, etc. This slot �ller

can be used for various task domain. Therefore, it

is not necessary for learning or adopting speci�c task

domain.

The slot �ller �nds a sequence of words which �ts

the conditional part of extracting rule. The sample

output of this stage is shown in Figure 7.

[schedule,[

[person,-],

[time,[[day_of_week,-],[start,900],[end,-]]],

[place,-],

[object,meeting]]].

Figure 7: Semantic representation

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have used 314 utterance (10 dialogue in scheduling

domain) as training data and 189 utterance as test

data (100 in the same domain, 89 in the route direction

and telephone shopping).

In addition, we have used Monte Carlo method to

reduce the possible rules. In dialogue act tagging, in

200 rules, the precision of open test are 61% in the

same domain and 40% in another domain. In 500 rules,

72% in the same domain and 31% in another domain

(see Table 1). As a result, we can get good result if we

use more rules, but over-�tting problem was observed.

# of rules closed open1 open2

200 93% 61% 41%

500 97% 72% 31%

open1: same task, open2: di�erent tasks

Table 1: The result of dialogue act tagging

In Semantic frame tagging and slot �lling, we exam-

ined only one domain because we do not have train-



ing corpus of semantic frame except for scheduling do-

main. We have used 196 utterance as training data

and 101 utterance as test data.

The result of semantic frame tagging are 49% (open

test) in 200 rules and 58% in 500 rules (see Table 2).

# of rules closed open

200 87% 49%

500 90% 58%

Table 2: The result of semantic frame tagging

Also, we tested our slot �ller applying to 396 utter-

ances from various task (see Table 3).

slot name precision correct/appear

person 26% 17/64

day of week 85% 118/138

start time 71% 105/146

end time 68% 88/128

place 10% 13/130

object 30% 48/158

others 70% 28/40

Total 51% 417/804

Table 3: The result of slot �lling

We have got good performance concerning time re-

lated slots. However, person and place are extremely

low performance. This is because these words can ap-

pear without any functional word. If morphological

analysis fails to cut out such proper nouns, there is no

clue to pick out such words.

5. CONCLUSION

We have implemented semantic tagger which acquires

analysis rule by machine learning. The performance

are 72% in dialogue act tagging and 58% of semantic

tagging in the open test.

Our future works are as follows.

� generalization of semantic frame to several tasks,

such as route direction, on-line shopping, etc.

� tuning up slot �ller by using another corpus based

method and combining to our tool.
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